Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>

EO_Hebert says:
:: Working Double shift in Eng. making up for lost time, feeling sleepy ::

Ops_Gregg says:
::on bridge at station::

CSO_Gol says:
::on bridge at science station one::

CTOValrek says:
Walks onto the bridge and relieves the TAC officer on duty::

CMO_Cole says:
::in Sickbay getting ready for incoming wounded::

CE_Susman says:
:: In Main Engineering, making final repairs on the Shields ::

Host XOmathews says:
::in big chair::

SO_Triton says:
::At helm analyzing Learsi attack patterns::

EO_Hebert says:
:: relaxes in the comfy chair in Eng. ::

CNS_Kent says:
::on bridge::

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: I'm picking up those power surges again near the planet, and can not determine the source

EO_Hebert says:
:: gets up to work ::

EO_Hebert says:
:: heads over to the life-support control panel ::

Host XOmathews says:
Ops: Understood, can you locate any Factions of thee Learsi who disapprove Sesom?

TAC_Derek says:
::Eye's flip open and he starts to yell::All: Die you alien scuzbuckets you'll learn to never touch a Kurthem agin

TAC_Derek says:
<Alien>

CMO_Cole says:
::runs over to Kurthem:: Kurthem: Shhhhhh its alright, your in sickbay, you will be fine.

TAC_Derek says:
::Snaps fingers::CMO: Dang. What happened out there

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: Please, check all the tubes. I'll take care of Life Support

CTOValrek says:
::checks weapons and shield status.......all is operating above normal::

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: Non sir,all accept the Sesom

EO_Hebert says:
:: Walks over to Dario :: Dario:  Aye, Sir.  Reporting that IPS is repaired.

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: Good

CMO_Cole says:
TAC: You were sent down to the surface, they detected your presence... You were attacked, we managed to beam you aboard and Dr. Linard performed surgery to save you life.

SO_Triton says:
::begins developing counter maneuvers based on Learsi patterns::

TAC_Derek says:
::Looks at the CMO::Cole: She did what?!?!?!?

Host XOmathews says:
Ops: Can you determine anything about the other homeworlds?

CTOValrek says:
XO: I have detected a new warp signature

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: explain

CMO_Cole says:
TAC: You were bleeding internally, broken ribs, and several of your internal organs were damaged, she stopped the bleeding and repaired the damage.

CTOValrek says:
XO: Analyzing it now

EO_Hebert says:
:: Walks over to the access point by the aux control panels ::

MO_Linard says:
::senses nervousness from Derek..smiles to herself::

EO_Hebert says:
::  gets engineering kit and enters the Jefferies tubes ::

CTOValrek says:
XO: The signal seems to be disguised somehow with a mix of different signals

CE_Susman says:
:: Repairs Life Support by rerouting some damaged conduits ::

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: I have found that 3 are left that do not approve of the Sesom

Host AGM_John says:
Action: planet is hailing

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: the planet is hailing us sir

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: Try to filter them out one by one

Host XOmathews says:
XO: On screen

CTOValrek says:
XO: I am even picking up Klingon signals in the signature

TAC_Derek says:
::Sit's up""

TAC_Derek says:
<::>

MO_Linard says:
Derek: how are you feeling?

Ops_Gregg :;opening channel:: (Hailing.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
<Ops>

Host AGM_John says:
<COMM> Etinad Home world: Federation ship: We know you are still in our system, be advised you are not welcome and we will destroy you if you stay

EO_Hebert says:
:: thinks why am I doing this the hard way? :: 
:: Heads back to ENG ::

TAC_Derek says:
::Twitches::Linard: Um er just dandy

Host XOmathews says:
<COM> We have reason to believe that the Dominion have infiltrated your inner council

CTOValrek says:
::tries to filter out more of the signals to narrow down the true source::

EO_Hebert says:
:: takes a sensor sweep of all tubes throughout the ship, looking for any troubles, problems, etc. ::

MO_Linard says:
::smiles at Derek: Good to hear Lt....I have to run a few more checks on you. You should be free to go soon.

Host AGM_John says:
<COMM> There are no dominion here...Leave at once!

CE_Susman *CTO* Susman to Bridge. Valrek, can you tell me how powerful are the Learsi ships? (voycom.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
<COM> Understood, but I advise it is in your best interests to blood screen Sesom

CMO_Cole says:
::wanders back to the screen he was looking at, readying sickbay for wounded::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Learsi ships begin a search pattern

TAC_Derek says:
Linard: Oh I that think I will go now I feel fine::Sharp pains shoot all over his body as he tries to get to his feet::

CTOValrek says:
*CE* : Let;'s just say that they could do a lot of damage to us very quickly

EO_Hebert says:
:: Detects no problems in entire sensor sweep ::

CNS_Kent says:
::listens to the conversation::

CMO_Cole says:
::senses pain and his knees buckle::

CE_Susman says:
*CTO*: But their shielding? How's their shields?

MO_Linard says:
:: braces Derek's body with her hands:: I don't think so Lt......

Host AGM_John says:
<COM> You have been warned...Out::closes com

EO_Hebert says:
:: Walks up to Dario, listening to CTO and his conversation ::

MO_Linard says:
::sees Cole falter call one of the attending medics to see to him::

Ops_Gregg says:
::thinks, this is not good::

TAC_Derek says:
Linard:Why not I am fine
CE_Susman says:
Hebert: How's that, Hebert? Anything?

Host XOmathews says:
Ops: Bring us to the planet(s) of the disapproving Factions

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  no sir

CTOValrek says:
*CE*: Their shields are very durable....it would take a lot to knock them out

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  All clear, sir.

MO_Linard says:
Derek: no your not.....you haven't fully recovered....you need a little more bed rest

CMO_Cole says:
::waves medic off:: Linard: im fine,  but Lt. Kurthem isn't going anywhere for a while.

MO_Linard says:
Cole: Are you ok?

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: aye sir, sending coordinates to the Helm..::pushes a few button sending it to the Helm::

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: Any progress with the warp signatures

CTOValrek says:
XO: Negative

TAC_Derek says:
Self:Dang I would rather see the CNS then have bed rest of any kind

SO_Triton says:
XO: Sir I’m detecting some Learsi approaching us ::receives coordinates::

MO_Linard says:
::pushes Derek down on bed gently:: now lie here for a little while longer...I'll tell you when to go

Host XOmathews says:
Ops: Slave the helm to the operations console

CNS_Kent says:
XO: Cmdr.  is there a way to trace the warp signatures?

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: aye sir, computer helm control to this station

MO_Linard says:
::runs scanner over Derek::

CMO_Cole says:
::walks over to Derek and Kathleen::  Linard:  ::quietly:: Give him something to calm him down, and something for the pain.

CTOValrek says:
::continues weeding out signals::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Learsi ships group in attack formation

Host XOmathews says:
CNS: I'm waiting for response from Tactical

MO_Linard says:
::nods to Cole:: Yes Doctor...

EO_Hebert says:
:: heads to warp core control panel ::

TAC_Derek says:
Cole:No way I will lie here quietly no need for drugs

Host XOmathews says:
Ops: Engage

CTOValrek says:
::powers up weapons and configures torpedo spreads for defensive launches::

CNS_Kent says:
::nods::

SO_Triton says:
::stands and walks to Science Station 2::

CMO_Cole says:
Derek:  Your in pain, I sensed that.  Im not having you suffer for no reason, its perfectly safe.

MO_Linard says:
Derek: it's just a little sedative to help you relax..::injects hypospray::.....

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: I would highly recommend not to sir, Learsi ships in attack formation

TAC_Derek says:
Cole:Pain is being beat to death and this aint that

CTOValrek says:
XO: We could still follow the trail, but it's type is still unknown

EO_Hebert says:
:: looks over read-outs ::

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: Shields up, power phasers

CE_Susman says:
*OPS*: Gregg, I'm reading you slaved Flight Control to Operations. Do you need some assistance?

CTOValrek says:
XO: Already there, Sir

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: Where does it go to?

SO_Triton says:
OPS: I have derived some attack patterns designed to counter Learsi tactics you may find them useful ::feeds OPS data::

MO_Linard says:
Derek: you still need to relax if you want to get out of here as soon as possible.....::smiles::

Ops_Gregg says:
*CE*: if you would be obliged

CTOValrek says:
XO: Leads away from the system....sending coordinates to Ops now

Ops_Gregg says:
:;receives patterns::

CMO_Cole says:
::walks away watching Derek and Linard::

CE_Susman says:
*OPS*: I can send Hebert to help you, if you need

TAC_Derek says:
::Smiles back::Does this induce sleep?

EO_Hebert says:
:: looks up hearing his name ::

Ops_Gregg says:
*CE* aye sir,please send him up

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: To any known Dominion territory?

SO_Triton says:
::initiates Short range scan::

CTOValrek says:
They are leading to Hadeshak

CTOValrek says:
XO:

Host AGM_John says:
Action: ship do not attack...they just follow....

EO_Hebert says:
:: Starts the walk out of Eng ::

MO_Linard says:
::grins:; a little....it helps ease your muscles so you can sleep more easily

CE_Susman says:
*OPS*: Will do. Hebert: Well.. Go up and help Gregg with Flight control. Perhaps you'll take Flight Control

EO_Hebert says:
Dario: Aye, Sir.  on my way

CTOValrek says:
XO: That is still in this sector, Sir

EO_Hebert says:
:: Heads to TL :: Bridge.

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: How long would it take us to get there?

EO_Hebert says:
:: steps out onto the bridge and looks around first time I have been here in a while. ::
:: Heads to OPS ::

EO_Hebert says:
Gregg:  You needed me, sir?

CTOValrek says:
XO: One day, Sir

Ops_Gregg says:
::looks at Hebert:: ahh good ensign, take flight control please

TAC_Derek says:
MO:Oh::Smiles::Could be worse::Falls asleep::

EO_Hebert says:
:: looks funny... ::
Gregg: Aye, Sir.

MO_Linard says:
::feels more at ease watching her patient doze off::...

EO_Hebert says:
:: Sits at Flight Control, remembering last time he was in this seat ::

CTOValrek says:
XO: Apparently, the inhabitants have not yet accepted the Haissem

Ops_Gregg says:
Computer return Helm control from this station

Ops_Gregg says:
<Computer> acknowledged

CMO_Cole says:
:: wanders around sickbay checking preparedness::

EO_Hebert says:
:: receives computer control and takes FC to manual ::

CNS_Kent says:
XO: This could be our chance to expose Sesom

MO_Linard says:
::checks monitors on Derek's condition::

TAC_Derek says:
::Folds up in a ball::

SO_Triton says:
XO: It is 1 day at Warp 5, we are still able to travel considerably faster

MO_Linard says:
::looks to Cole:: Cole: Doctor, you're very unsettled...are you ok?

Host XOmathews says:
EO: Set a coarse for Hadeshak, maximum warp

EO_Hebert says:
:: turns around in chair ::
Matthews:  ok, sir... Helm is ready , Aye, sir.

EO_Hebert says:
:: puts in commands and sets course for Hadeshak at Max warp. ::

Host XOmathews says:
EO: Engage

EO_Hebert says:
:: hits engage ::

EO_Hebert  (Warp.wav)

CMO_Cole says:
Linard:  Yes.. just concerned.. Derek's nervousness around doctors bothers me,  Especially considering I have no idea why.

EO_Hebert says:
Matthews: ETA is 6 hours, sir.

CNS_Kent says:
::smiles, watching Hebert, thinks:  he's nervous::

MO_Linard says:
::Nods:: Cole: Yes I can understand that...but if I may say so....it's a lot more than that....you have so many voices in your head..

EO_Hebert says:
:: puts hand on console and watches it shake ::

CE_Susman says:
:: Check the WPS Status and finds all ok ::

CTOValrek says:
XO: The warp signature is gone!

CMO_Cole says:
Linard: Since, the...... incident with Susej, my control hasn't been ...... perfect...

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: Explain

CTOValrek says:
::works frantically to regain the signature::

CTOValrek says:
XO: It just disappeared

SO_Triton says:
::begins supplementing CTO's sensor patterns::

EO_Hebert says:
:: uses nav. sensors to help... no success ::

MO_Linard says:
Cole: yes I noticed....maybe, if you want, we can go over some mind control techniques...

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: Artificially?

CMO_Cole says:
Linard:  Im doing much better than I was... however it might be prudent..

CSO_Gol says:
::boosts power to sensors to assist Valrek::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a vibration is felt in Engineering

CTOValrek says:
XO: I am trying to get it back....can not tell if it is artificially hidden

CE_Susman says:
:: feels a vibration :: Now what.......

MO_Linard says:
Cole:Ok...we can meet later if you like....when you're feeling up to it

CMO_Cole says:
Linard:  Thank you.

CE_Susman says:
Computer, check M/ARC

CE_Susman (accept2.wav)

CE_Susman says:
<Computer> Matter/Antimatter mixture is within parameters

MO_Linard says:
::turns to medical console::Cole: glad to help

TAC_Derek says:
::Mutters in sleep about the Lakeveiw and SusieJ and what happened during then::

CMO_Cole says:
::walks into his office and begins writing reports::

CE_Susman says:
<Computer> Minor unbalance on Matter injection 

EO_Hebert says:
:: runs hands over the console, feels the smooth surface of the panel ::

MO_Linard says:
:;hears Derek muttering..smiles and shakes her head::

SO_Triton says:
::begins scanning Hadeshak for Dominion life signatures or materials used mainly by Dominion::

CE_Susman says:
Good..Now what.. :; takes the panel and lowers matter injection :: *Hebert* Drop to Warp 6

TAC_Derek says:
::Starts rolling over close to edge of bed and now mutters about sections with Kent::

EO_Hebert says:
:: looks at XO ::

EO_Hebert says:
:: drops ship to warp 6 ::

CTOValrek says:
::can not regain the signature's signal::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: vibration remains

CE_Susman says:
Computer, what's nature of Matter injector failure

MO_Linard says:
::walks to biobed and puts up rails...making sure Derek doesn't fall off::

SO_Triton says:
CSO:  I’m not detecting Dominion Life signs on Hadeshak. Still scanning for materials used by Dominion.

EO_Hebert says:
Matthews:  Sir, we have problem in engineering, I just slowed the ship to Warp 6, as ordered from the chief.

CSO_Gol says:
SO: Understood.

Host XOmathews says:
EO: Understood

CMO_Cole says:
::watches his cup of tea shake its way off of the table::

EO_Hebert says:
:: thinks this problem is bad ::

TAC_Derek says:
::Wakes up shaking and sweating::MO: Was I talking in my sleep? And if I was what was I talking about?

EO_Hebert says:
*Dario*  Do you need me in Eng. ?

CE_Susman says:
*Hebert* Drop to Impulse. I need you back here

EO_Hebert says:
*Dario* Aye, Sir.

EO_Hebert says:
:: drops ship to impulse power ::

Host XOmathews says:
*Susman* What seems to be the problem?

MO_Linard says:
Derek: nothing much...it was mostly mumbling...I could hardly make out any of it.

EO_Hebert says:
Matthews:  Sir, you will need to find an FCO... the enemy is still coming and we are at impulse with no warp.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: vibration disappears

EO_Hebert says:
:: Heads to the TL ::

Host XOmathews says:
::motions for SO to take FC::

EO_Hebert says:
TL:  Eng.

CE_Susman says:
Goodd... Now what

SO_Triton says:
::patches scan to OPS and SCI Station 1, then moves to FC::

TAC_Derek says:
Linard: Oh good. I hate when I talk in my sleep always say things that aren’t meant to be heard::Wipes sweat off brow::

CNS_Kent says:
CTO: Is it possible that the warp signatures were false?

EO_Hebert says:
:: walks into Eng. ::
Dario:  Yes , sir?

Ops_Gregg says:
::receives SCI station 1::

EO_Hebert says:
:: heads to the M/ARC ::

MO_Linard says:
:;smiles:: Derek: you're resting comfortably then?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: warp signature reappears...

SO_Triton says:
XO: the Etinad ships have stopped their pursuit at the edge of their system

CTOValrek says:
CNS: It could be possible....but that "false" signature has lead us to a faction of Learsites who haven't accepted the Haissem yet

Host XOmathews says:
SO: Understood

TAC_Derek says:
MO:Sorta when I talk I also dream and it is like being in that place I am talking of agin

EO_Hebert says:
:: heads over to warp chamber control panel ::

CSO_Gol says:
XO: The warp signature has reappeared.

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: Forget it..

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: It is lost

MO_Linard says:
TAC: I know the feeling....my dreams are like that too.

EO_Hebert says:
:: Looks at Dario ::
Dario:  The core, Sir?

Host XOmathews says:
CSO: Understood, can you explain?

MO_Linard says:
::does a scan of Derek's injuries::

TAC_Derek says:
MO:Scary huh?Well technically I have nightmares and they are the pits

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Not yet, but I'm working on it.

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: I SAID FORGET IT!

EO_Hebert says:
Dario: aye, sir.

EO_Hebert says:
:: backs off ::

MO_Linard says:
TAC: I don't like nightmares either......::punches a few readings on med scanner::

EO_Hebert says:
:: heads to his console in his corner of Eng. ::

CNS_Kent says:
CTO:  True, thank you.

CE_Susman says:
Computer: Start Warp core shutdown procedures

CTOValrek says:
CNS: My pleasure, Ma'am

CMO_Cole says:
::walks out of his office:: Linard: Im heading out to the Medlabs.... COMM me if you need me.

CE_Susman (accept.wav)

MO_Linard says:
::nods to Cole:: yes doctor...

EO_Hebert says:
:: thinks Dario is over worked, maybe I should help ::

CE_Susman says:
<Computer> Warp Core Shutdown procedures has been initiated.

CMO_Cole says:
::nods at Linard, walks out of sickbay and down the corridor::

CE_Susman says:
Computer, activate Emergency power to hot standby

SO_Triton says:
::scans for any ships in close range to the Hayden::

CE_Susman (accept.wav)

TAC_Derek says:
MO:Well am I gonna die or just be myself?::Smiles::

CE_Susman says:
Good...

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: Go to Cargo Bay 2 and bring one crystal

MO_Linard says:
::grins:;.TAC: ....ahhh...you'll live...

EO_Hebert says:
Dario: Aye, Sir.

EO_Hebert says:
:: Heads out of Eng. and trots to Cargo Bay 2 ::

TAC_Derek says:
MO:You sure?The regular way I a m I should be in here every 2-3 hours

MO_Linard says:
TAC:...I just need to run another scan and if it checks out...you can go....but under one condition.......

CMO_Cole says:
::taking a little walk down the corridor, going to the medlabs::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: hail from SF

CE_Susman <Computer> Warp Core is offline (warpoffline.wav)

SO_Triton says:
XO: Sir,  I'm not detecting any ships in out immediate proximity

EO_Hebert says:
:: Enters Cargo Bay 2 and looks for the crystals...
*Dario* Does it matter which one?

TAC_Derek says:
MO:Yes?

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: Getting a hail from Starfleet sir

CNS_Kent says:
XO: I'm going to go to sickbay and check on Kurthem.

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: Are you joking? All the crystals are the same!

EO_Hebert says:
:: picks up any crystal and takes it with him to Eng in a protected case  ::

EO_Hebert says:
*Dario* sorry , just joking sir.

CE_Susman says:
<**>

MO_Linard says:
::laughs:: TAC: well in that case I'll see you in a few hours.......

EO_Hebert says:
:: enters Eng, with the Crystal, and hands it to Dario ::

CE_Susman says:
:: heads to the TL and catches Hebert :: Ok, Let's go to DEck 10

TAC_Derek says:
MO:Well you just never know.Now what is the condition?

MO_Linard says:
TAC: I want you to get some rest....I won't be assigning you to duty until you have a check-up with me in a few days

CE_Susman says:
:: takes the crystal ::

EO_Hebert says:
:: Turns and follows Dario to the TL ::

CNS_Kent says:
::walks to the lift::TL: Sickbay

Ops_Gregg says:
XO:sir Starfleet on channel, shall I put it on screen?

CMO_Cole says:
::walks into medlab 1 and sits down to get some more of the samples run through::

TAC_Derek says:
MACHINATE I just get a little more rest here and be put back on duty?

CMO_Cole says:
::runs a sample under the scanner::

CNS_Kent says:
::exits the TL, walks to sickbay ::

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

MO_Linard says:
TAC: you can if you want....but wouldn't you be more comfortable in your quarters?

EO_Hebert says:
:: stays with Susman in TL ::

CE_Susman says:
:: reaches Deck 10 ::

CTOValrek says:
XO: I have regained that signature again

TAC_Derek says:
Linard:No my quarters are now like solitary confinement

EO_Hebert says:
:: walks out of TL on Deck 10 and follows Chief ::

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: What are you waiting for? Get out the TL?

CNS_Kent says:
::sees Dr. Linard with Kurthem::TAC:  How are you feeling Lt.?

TAC_Derek says:
::Looks at the door as it opens to revel Kent::

MO_Linard says:
::smiles:: TAC: alright...you can rest here a little more.....

EO_Hebert says:
:: thinks about a cup of coffee ::

CE_Susman says:
:: Heads to the Chamber :: Computer: Release the force field

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Oh hi Kent Fine just getting more rest

EO_Hebert says:
:: follows Susman and listens for a command ::

CE_Susman (forcefld.wav)

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: sir Starfleet waiting on channel, shall I put it on screen?
CE_Susman says:
Good.. Hebert: Release the Articulation frame, please

MO_Linard says:
::leaves Derek and Anna to talk::

CNS_Kent says:
::smiles::Tac:  that's good, you need it.

EO_Hebert says:
:: opens up Eng. kit ::
Dario: Aye, sir.
:: releases Arctic. frame ::

CTOValrek says:
::tracks the signature once again::

CMO_Cole says:
:: sighs and rubs the back of his neck.... runs a few more samples::

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: Place out that and put it here :: points to a box ::

CTOValrek says:
::overlays it on the previous signature and it matches.....it is the same one.::

EO_Hebert says:
:: looks at what Dario is pointing to ::

EO_Hebert says:
:: pulls the crystal out of the thing ::

Ops_Gregg XO: on screen,aye sir (Hailing.wav)

EO_Hebert says:
:: puts it in the case ::

Host Adm_Grego says:
<COMM> Mathews: you are ordered back to SB118, we have a situation brewing here...you will receive further orders in rout

MO_Linard says:
::goes to console checking physical records..taps COMM badge:: Cole: how are things Doctor?

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: Good. Now take this crystal and put it on the frame. I'll regulate it

Host XOmathews says:
<Com> Understood

EO_Hebert says:
:: takes crystal and places it on the frame in to place ::

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: Ok. Now Let me regulate it
CMO_Cole says:
*Linard* Yes everything fine here, just finishing up then Ill be on my way back.

EO_Hebert says:
:: backs off a little to watch Susman work ::

MO_Linard says:
*Cole* Alright..I was just checking in to see how you were..that's all.

CMO_Cole says:
*Linard*  Thank you, Cole out.

CE_Susman says:
:: moves to the core and start crystal regulation ::....... Now here........and,......... ready. Hebert: Close the chamber

Host XOmathews says:
::shakes head from head rush::

CTOValrek says:
::locks onto the signature this time::

MO_Linard says:
::turns back to console::

EO_Hebert says:
:: Closes the chamber and latches it shut ::

CMO_Cole says:
::exits medlab and heads back to sickbay::

EO_Hebert says:
:: nods at Dario ::

CNS_Kent says:
::watches Derek nod off to sleep, exits sickbay::

SO_Triton says:
::plots course for SB118, then is relieved by Ens. Juhjuhti::

CE_Susman *XO/OPS*: Ok. The Warp drive will be ready in an hour (voycom.wav)

CSO_Gol says:
::runs continuous Short and Long range scans::

Host XOmathews says:
*CE* Understood, good

Ops_Gregg says:
*Susman* understood

EO_Hebert says:
:: Closes Eng Kit ::

Host Adm_Grego says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>



